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Accelerator Action #1: Schedule thinking time. 
 

The Creative Process 
a. Select one area of focus (issue or objective). 
b. Turn it into an open-ended question. 
c. Answer the question from a variety of perspectives.  
d. Combine ideas to make better ideas. 
e. Select my best idea. 
f. Develop an action plan. 
g. Move back into action. 

 
The most important step in business is to step back and think. 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 

 
 
 

Accelerator Action #2: Vacate to accelerate. 
 

The power of the unfocused mind. 
The danger of 24/7/365. 

Daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and annually get away from work. 
 
How can I get away from my work over the next 30 days? 
 
 
 
Accelerator Action #3: Maintain daily enthusiasm. 
 

The Process for Maintaining Enthusiasm 
a. Clarify the purpose for my work. (Why do I do the work that I do?) 
b. Every day focus on fulfilling my purpose. 

 
Remember that passion flows from purpose, not the other way around. 

 
 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 
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Accelerator Action #4: Continually raise my bar. 

Understand the psychology of results. 

The Raising My Bar Process  

a. What were the two or three most important outcomes we wanted to improve or 
achieve in our organization in the past six months? 

 
b. In terms of those two or three desired outcomes, what was actually achieved? 

 
c. What did I do to try to improve those outcomes? 

 
d. What worked well and why did it work well? 

 
e. What did not work well and why did it not work well? 

 
f. What lessons did I learn or relearn? 

 
g. What will I do the same and what will I do differently in the next six months in 

order to improve performance and results in those two or three desired 
outcomes? 

 
Stay logical, not emotional, in analyzing results. 

How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 

Accelerator Action #5: Remember every sale is a value-  and 
values-based interaction. 

There is no such thing as a transaction. 

Every customer asks himself or herself two questions:  
“What will I receive for my investment?” (Value) 
“How will I be treated before, during, and after the sale?” (Values) 

 
Leverage the technology of customer experiences. 
a. Observe customers. 
b. Talk with customers. 
c. Be the customer. 
d. Walk through every step of the customer’s journey. 
e. Review the research. 
f. Study the first sixty seconds of every customer interaction. 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 
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Accelerator Action #6: Collaborate to accelerate. 

Business talent is the capacity to create and deliver value to a customer. 
Talent is what drives business results. 

 
Leverage talent through collaboration. 
Competition – me against you 
Cooperation – divide tasks and conquer 
Collaboration – discuss ideas and build on each other’s ideas 
 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 

 

Accelerator Action #7: Sacrifice to accelerate. 

The 1-3-6 Process for Focusing Efforts 

a. What is the one most important business outcome we want to improve in our 
organization in the next six months? 

 
 

b. What three things can I do that would have the greatest positive impact on 
improving that outcome? 
- 

 - 
 - 
 

c. What six things do I need to stop doing or spend a lot less time doing so I have 
the time and the energy to do the three things I know would have the greatest 
positive impact on improving that outcome? 
- 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 

- 
I define myself by what I say no to. 

I take responsibility for what I put on my plate. 
 

How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 
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Accelerator Action #8: Operate at the intersection of great 
performances. 
 

The greatest performers spend most of their time using their strengths and 
passions to drive better results in the most important desired outcomes. 

 
The Process for Intersecting Your Greatest Value & the Desired Outcomes 

Internal Assets 

a. What are my values? What beliefs guide my behaviors? (Values) 
 

b. What are my strengths? What do I know and what am I good at doing? 
(Strengths) 

 
c. What are my passions? What gets me excited when I do it? (Passions) 

 
External Understanding 

d. What is one high priority outcome I want to help improve for our organization? 
 

e. What is one high priority outcome I want to help improve for one of our 
customers, or one type of customer? 

 
Intentional Intersecting 

f. How can I use my strengths and my passions in a practical way to accelerate the 
achievement of one of our most important desired business outcomes while still 
operating within my own values? 
 

g. How can I use my strengths and my passions in a practical way to accelerate the 
achievement of one of my customer’s most important desired outcomes while still 
operating within my own values? 

 
 

How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 
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Accelerator Action #9: Review past successes, preview future 
successes. 

 
Self-confidence in a business sense is the degree to which I believe  
I am going to guide my organization to greater success in the future. 

 
Review a past success story. 
a. What was my goal? 
b. What were the obstacles? 
c. How did I persevere? 
d. What did it feel like when I achieved my goal? 
e. What lessons did I learn from that experience that I can use today to 

improve performance and results? 
 

Preview a future success story. 
a. What do I want us to achieve? 
b. Why do I want us to achieve it? 
c. Why do I fully expect that we will achieve it? 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 

 
Accelerator Action #10: Answer the Four Critical Leadership 
Questions. 

 
Leadership means influencing how other people think in ways that generate 

better sustainable results both for the organization and the people in it. 
 

Leadership is not based on a title, an income, or an authority level. 
It is also not based on gender, height, race, or personality type. 

  
The Four Critical Leadership Questions 
 

1. What outcome for my organization do I want to improve the most and why did I 
select that outcome? 
 

2. Who do I need to influence to improve that outcome? 
 

3. What do I need to influence them to think about? 
 

4. How will I influence the way they think? 
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Accelerator Action #11: Decide how to influence others. 
 

1. The Researcher – this person’s advice is based on data and carefully selected 
interviews and examples from the past. 
 

2. The Exemplar – this person’s behaviors and personal choices model the desired 
performance so well that he or she influences other people simply by being 
watched. 

 
3. The Teacher – this person breaks down the idea and explains it so well that other 

people truly get it and can run with it even when he or she is not present. 
 

4. The Listener – this person simply listens while the other person shares the 
details of his or her situation. 

 
5. The Visionary – this person describes a compelling dream of what the future can 

look like and that vision is what influences people as they go about their daily 
activities. 

 
6. The Storyteller – this person influences people by telling stories that explain 

powerful points. 
 

7. The Coach – this person engages the other person in a conversation and offers 
advice based on observed behavior. 

 
8. The Facilitator – this person asks open-ended questions and gets multiple people 

involved in developing the answers. 
 

9. The Collaborator – this person exchanges ideas with the other person and works 
together with the other person to develop even better ideas. 

 
10. The Organizer – this person influences other people based on the roles he or she 

places them in and the way he or she distributes resources. 
 

11. The Motivator – this person provides inspiring words with an inspiring tone, but 
his or her impact oftentimes has a short shelf life. 

 
12. The Dictator – this person tells people exactly what to do and how to do it, but 

this approach is generally only useful in dramatic life-or-death short-term 
situations. 
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Accelerator Action #12: Avoid being a chameleon. 

Every type of leadership can be effective, except one. 
A chameleon is a lizard that changes its colors depending on its surroundings. 

Being a chameleon is good in the forest and bad in an organization. 
Earn your platform. 

The leader’s platform is built on maintaining trust and credibility. 
 

Accelerator Action #13: Give candid feedback. 

Candid feedback is honest input based on observed behaviors. 
Being candid is an act of leadership. 

 
The Don’t and the Do’s of Candid Feedback 
Don’t give it for my glorification or gratification. 
Don’t give it in front of other people. 
Don’t give it via e-mail, text, or voicemail 
 
Do give it for the other person’s future success and for the good of my 
organization. 
Do give it in private, either face-to-face or over the phone. 
Do give it based on observed behavior, not hearsay. 
Do give the person sufficient time to hear my thoughts, reflect, and respond. 
Do meet with the other person again on the topic. 
 
Reasons Why People are Not Candid 
“I’m too busy.” (What about the time I will spend on this situation to make up for 
that person?) 
 
“I only have to work with this person for one more week.” (Yes, but someone else 
will work with this person next week.) 
 
“It’s faster to just do it myself.” (That’s true the first time, but what about when I 
have to do it over and over.) 
 
“I might hurt the other person’s feelings.” (How much will the person’s feelings be 
hurt when he or she doesn’t get promoted or does get fired because of a 
behavior I didn’t mention?) 
 
“It’s uncomfortable, and besides the person’s behavior is not that bad.” (That’s 
rationalizing away what I need to do.)  
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Accelerator Action #14: Maintain verbal and non-verbal 
calmness. 

Other people are always watching me and listening to what I say. 
When I stay composed it sends a message that things are going to be ok. 

 
5 Methods of Effective Communication 
1. Share the conversation and totally listen. 
2. Get to know the person as a human being. 
3. Value every role. 
4. Respect the person’s time and schedule. 
5. Close the loop. 

 

5 Ways to Ruin Business Relationships 
1. Dominate the conversation. 
2. See only the other person’s faults and focus on what is wrong with the person. 
3. Simply don’t pay attention. 
4. Maintain an attitude of arrogance. 
5. Make throwaway comments frequently. 

 
How can I build more effective professional relationships in the next 30 days? 
 

Accelerator Action #15: Build an even greater brand. 
 

A brand is the perception of value that customers think they receive when buying 
a certain product or service or prospective customers think they will receive if 

they buy that product or service. 
A great brand is the gift that keeps on giving. 

 
The Process of Building a Great Brand 

a. What does our organization have the ability to do extraordinarily well? 
b. What is our organization highly passionate about doing? 
c. What value do our customers want or need that our organization can create and 

deliver? 
d. How can we use our strengths and passions to create that value? 
e. How can we consistently deliver that value? 
f. How can we let our customers and prospects know that we can consistently 

deliver that value? 
g. Every six months, how can we tell if the value customers think they are receiving 

matches with the value we want to be known for delivering? 
 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 
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Accelerator Action #16: Decide on the performance category we 
will be number one or number two in the world at. 

 
a. What is the performance category we want to compete within? 
b. What is “the world” we want to compete in? 
c. Where is our organization ranked right now in the minds of our desired 

customers for that performance category within the world we have defined? 
d. If we are not number one or number two, can we get there? 
e. If we cannot get to number one or number two, what will we redefine our 

performance category and/or the world we want to compete in to be? 
 

Accelerator Action #17: Reveal the heart and soul of our brand. 
 

Make sure every interaction with our desired customers reinforces  
the value we want our organization to be known for. 

 

Accelerator Action #18: Use the cycle of innovation. 

A business innovation is the process of creating additional value for customers 
that they will pay for at a profitable margin for our organization. 

 
The Cycle of Innovation 
Phase One: The incubation phase 
Phase Two: The small-test phase 
Phase Three: The large-test phase 
Phase Four: The rollout phase 

 
Innovate at a pace that improves results, not squashes performance. 

 
How can I use this process in my organization in the next 30 days? 

Accelerator Action #19: Observe life carefully. 

“Creative people are especially observant, and they value accurate observation 
(telling themselves the truth) more than other people do.” 
-David Ogilvy, author, Confessions of an Advertising Man 

 
Always be on the lookout for ideas. Always be open to the possibility of learning  

how to create and deliver greater value to our customers. 
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